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　　　　　　　　　Catching　the　Conscience　of　the　King：
The　Management　of　Guilt　in　Sophocles’Oedipms　the　King
Allan　Blond6
‘‘dverything　is　already　there，　so　it　needs　only　to　be　extracted”
　　　　　　　Schiller　to　Goethe　on　Oedipus，20ctober　1797
lntroduction
　　　　　While　there　have　been　periods　of　time　in　Westem　civilization
when　consciousness　of　the　great　achievements　of　the　ancient
Greeks　has　been　set　aside，　since　the　time　of　the　Renaissance
and　most　especially　with　the　popularizing　of　modern　psychology
in　our　own　century，　our　understanding　and　appreciation　of
what　Richard　Sewall　refers　to　as　the　Greeks’“radical　response
to　the　life　situation”has　been　an　essential　source　of　focus　in
understanding　the　human　condition．l　Most　especially，　since　the
time　when　Freud　focused　on　Sophocles’portrait　of　Oedipus　the
tragedy　of　Oedipzts，7「he　King，　which　won　no　prizes　for　its
author　when　it　was　first　produced　more　than　two　thousand
years　ago，　but　which　Aristotle　long　before　Freud　used　as　the
example　par　excellence　of　what　the　nature　of　tragedy　is，　has
gained　greater　popularity　than　any　other　play　written　by　the
three　great　Classical　Greek　tragedians．
　　　　　What　Freud　perceived　in　the　drama，　which　gave　rise　to
his　theory　of　the　Oedipus　Complex，　has　been　amplified　by
several　other　writers　and　used　as　a　spring　board　to　gain　access
to　an　understanding　of　both　the　Sophocles　play　and　other
products　of　the　literary　imagination．　One　need　only　refer　to
Frank　O’Connor’sshort　story“My　Oedipus　Complex，”Jean
Cocteau’sThe　Infernalルlachine　and　to　Earnest　Jones’critical
essay，　Hamletα磁0θ4ψ彿s，　to　appreciate　the　wide　variety　of
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responses　both　creative　and　analytic　to　which　Freud’sunderstanding
of　the　play　has　led．　In　an　attempt　to　maintain　a　psychological
point　of　view　yet　to　move　beyond　the　Freudian　focus　to　the
tragedy　Richard　Hillman’sdiatribe　against　the　typical　psychoanalytic
uses　of　the　drama　has　opened　the　door　to　other　ways（）f　mderstanding
the　play．21ndeed　，　Hillman’sprincipal　tenant　that　the　traditional
psychoanalytic　understanding　of　the　play　is　excessively　restrictive
coincides　with　his　understanding　of　the　human　psyche　as　a
company　of　forces　and‘personalities’whose　ambiguous　relationships
do　not　allow　for　an　easy　integration　into　a　single　unit．　Hillman，
therefore，　abandons　the　popular　point　of　view　of　scientific
reductionism　and　casts　his　understanding　in　favor　of　the　current
critical　point　of　view　which　emphasizes　that　it　is　neither　possible
nor　advisable　to　resolve　away　every　ambiguity　within　the
literary　work．　Any　attempt　to　do　so，　like　the　peeling　away　of
the　fine　layers　of　an　onion，　results　in　a　transparent　object　no
longer　recognizable　as　anything　Particular　and　in　a　loss　of
richness　that　constitutes　the　real，　more　opaque　object　having　an
inside－outside，　a　this　side－that　side，　a　light　side－dark　side，　as
well　as　all　the　imagined　possible　permutations　in　between　these
polarities．
　　　　　In　my　own　readings　of　the　drama　I　have　also　come　to
apPreciate　that　one　may　maintain　a　psychological　perspective　to
Oedipus，　but　at　the　same　time　perceive　a　variety　of　patterns
that　add　to　but　do　not　supplant　the　Freudian　understanding　of
the　play　and，　thus，　which　possibly　enrich　our　understanding
and　apPreciation　of　the　tragedy　as　one　of　the　greatest　efforts　of
the　human　imagination．　One　such　possibility　is　to　read　the　play
as　a　revelation　of　the　variety　of　ways　in　which　it　is　possible　to
respond　to　feelings　of　guilt．　In　Shakespeare’stragedy　Hamlet，
the　principal　character，　devises　a　play　to“catch　the　conscience
of　the　king”who　has　murdered　his　father．　Hamlet　correctly
believes，　when　made　to　feel　guilty　for　the　murder　of　his　brother
the　fomler　king，　the　murderer　is　bound　to　respond　in　a　significant
way　to　those　guilt　feelings．　While　witnessing　the　play　the
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・villain“Claudius”of　course　does　respond，　at　first　with　an
interruption　to　Hamlet’splay，　the　dramatic　stimulus　to　his
guilt，　and　later　with　an　attempt　to　resolve　that　guilt　through
prayer．　In　like　manner，　we　can　also　search　Sophocles　drama　as
aseries　of　scenes　which　give　rise　to“catching　the　conscience　of
the　king”and　to　a　variety　of　ways　in　which　King　Oedipus
attempts　to　resolve　those　guilt　feelings．
Oedipus　and　the　Rejection　of　Guilt
　　　　　We　find　the　first　of　attempts　to　manage　guilt　feelings　at
work　in　the　history　of　the　principal　character　early　in　the　play．
Just　before　Oedipus　was　made　king　by　successfully　encountering
the　riddling　Sphinx　and　subsequently　wedding　Queen　Jocasta，
he　had　murdered　an　old　man，　at　a　place　where　three　roads
meet，　while　traveling　the　road　to　Thebes．　Once　inside　Thebes
he　must　have　learned　about　the　death　of　the　previous　king，
Laius，　which　occurred　only　a　short　time　earlier，　just　about　the
same　time　as　when　he　had　killed　the　old　man　before　entering
the　city．　However，　between　that　time　and　the　time　the　play
opens，　which　we　can　conclude　has　been　a　number　of　years
enabling　Oedipus　to　have　growing　children　with　Jocasta，　and
throughout　the　early　part　of　the　play　during　which　Oedipus
begins　to　investigate　the　murder　of　the　previous　king，　he　never
once　suspects　any　connection　between　the　murder　of　Laius　and
that　of　the　old　man　he　had　killed．　Furthermore，　as　far　as　the
audience　knows　from　his　appearance　he　entertains　no　remembrance
of　having　done　any　violence　against　another．　By　convincingly
acting　as　innocent　as　he　does　both　at　the　start　of　the　play　and
through　most　of　the　time　it　takes　him　to　investigate　the　murder
of　Laius　he　is　clearly　exhibiting　one　of　the　most　common
responses　to　guilt，　which　is　to　completely　eradicate　from　consciousness
both　the　feeling　and　the　memory　of　the　matter　that　will　cause
the　painful　feelings　of　guilt　to　emerge　into　consciousness．　It　is
this　automatic　and　complete　forgetting　of　the　event　which　the
psychologists　cal1“repression”　that　Oedipus　uses　as　his　first
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effort　and　defense　to　prevent　the　guilt　feelings　that　are　bound
to　emerge　when　consciousness　of　his　crime　takes　place．
　　　　　Ishould　interrupt　the　principal　thread　of　my　argument
here　to　mention　that　quite　a　lot　of　attention．has　been　paid　to
the　question　of　whether　or　not　Oedipus　is　indeed　guilty　of
anything．　Usually　the　question　is　clothed　in　the　language　of
Aristotle’sPoetics　and　posed　as　an　inquiry　about　whether　or　not
Oedipus　has　a“tragic　flaw．”While　the　focus　of　this　paper　is
not　to　debate　this　question　，　for　me　there　can　be　no　question
about　it．　Rather　than　approaching　the　problem　as　others　have
done　by　attempting　to　identify　the　specific　nature　of　Oedipus’
flaw，　and　get　entangled　in　a　web　of　speculation　about　Oedipus’
consciousness　of　right　and　wrong，　his　intentions　and　his　ability
to　make　free　decisions，　I　find　it　a　more　profitable　and　infinitely
less　complicated　task　to　look　at　the　psychological　effect　of　his
actions　as　it　clearly　appears　in　the　play：namely，　that　Oedipus，
when　he　eventually　finds　out　that　he　is　the　murderer　of　Laius
and，　later，　that　he　is　married　to　his　mother，　does　indeed　feel
guilty　about　it．
　　　　　Sophocles　also　makes　clear，　as　Chaucer　was　to　do　far
later　in　his　remarkable　tales　of　confession　and　redemption，　an
important　aspect　of　the　nature　of　guilt．　As　Chaucer　says，
“Murder　will　out　，”that　is，　an　evil　action　can　not　be　hidden
indefinitely　from　consciousness．　Guilt，　which　persistently　bores
its　way　into　consciousness，　cannot　be　interminably　denied．　This
is　made　clear　in　the　play，　when　although　a　great　deal　of　time
has　elapsed　between　the　committing　of　the　crime　and　the　time
of　the　opening　of　the　play，　a　plague，　a　symptom　of　the　repressed
guilt　impresses　itself　upon　the　characters　and　most　of　a11，　as
Oedipus　himself　says，　upon　himself　who　is　most　guilty．“You
suffer，”he　says　to　the　people　who　have　come　to　petition　him
to　save　them，“and　yet　not　one　among　you　suffers　more　than
I．”3Furthermore（to　retum　to　my　argument），　as　I　have　already
indicated　we　are　aware　that　guilt　feelings　existed　in　Oedipus
even　prior　to　the　time　the　play　opens　because　they　can　be
